INTRODUCTION
============

Presently, up to the microscale, particle assemblies can bear a high level of modularity ([@R1]--[@R4]), with an extensive set of new and enhanced functionalities arising from the surface chemistry and the morphology of the building blocks as well as their hierarchical organization ([@R5], [@R6]). These assemblies have shown outstanding performance in electrochemistry ([@R7]), catalysis ([@R8]), sensing ([@R9]), photonics ([@R10]), and controlled delivery platforms ([@R11], [@R12]). However, the scaling up of colloidal assemblies into cohesive bulk materials is still a standing challenge within nanomanufacture. Although the engineering of supramolecular cohesion of polymers has revolutionized modern-day manufacturing ([@R13]), this engineering of macroscaled cohesion in particulate networks and lattices still faces particle-dependent limitations. Sintering ([@R12]) and secondary interactions ([@R14]) are often used for binding networks of inorganic and polymeric particles. Several restrictions, however, arise depending on the building blocks, for instance, for biological or surface-active particles. These particles cannot be processed at high temperatures due to their sensitivity, nor can they be incorporated into a polymer melt as it would limit access to their surface. In addition, networks can be formed spontaneously at room temperature by oriented attachment, with restricted applications to small particles with high interfacial energy and Brownian motion that promote their assembly ([@R15], [@R16]). The compositional dependence on the formation process is a major issue for scale-up efforts, and it expressively limits developments of new nanomanufactured materials. Therefore, the development of macrofabrication processes---under mild conditions and suitable for a wide range of particles---is paramount.

Here, we explore the complex topology of highly interconnected fibrillar networks formed by supramolecularly cohesive fibers ([@R17]--[@R20]) to achieve particle independency within macrofabrication. We used cellulose nanofibrils (CNFs)---biocolloids derived from plants or bacteria---as they are the best candidates for this purpose due to their high strength \[*E*~A~ up to 100 GPa ([@R21])\], branched morphology, and high flexibility that yield an interconnected nanonetwork with entangled contact points ([@R22]). These features have been exploited to achieve upper boundaries in terms of mechanical strength in foams, filaments, and films only formed from CNFs ([@R23]). Furthermore, so far, CNF-based matrices were infused with particles of varying size, morphology, and surface chemistry to produce, for instance, high-performance, thermally insulating, and fire-retardant foams ([@R20]), as well as magnetic ([@R24]) and conductive ([@R25], [@R26]) aerogels and nanopapers.

CNFs have been shown to enable the structuring of particles \[e.g., zeolites ([@R27]), metal-organic frameworks ([@R28]), and TiO~2~ ([@R29])\], and here, we demonstrate the universal application of CNF to induce cohesion in particle constructs even if incorporated at extremely low fractions. We show that the ability of CNF to form a topologically complex network with high supramolecular cohesion is linked to the high aspect ratio of the fibrils (nanometers wide and up to several micrometers long; [Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) ([@R30]). The flexibility of the fibrils, with the smallest rigid unit sizing at approximately 150 nm long ([@R31]), is demonstrated to play a key role enabling a conformation-dependent response to capillary stresses upon drying, where the fibrils experience proportionally high forces ([@R32], [@R33]). These forces link the secondary supramolecular interactions between fibrils, which are similar to those present within the crystalline domains of nanocelluloses, resulting in assemblies with cohesion mechanisms mirroring those observed at the molecular level ([@R34]). We investigate CNF-induced cohesion in particulate composites using a broad variety of spherical, millimetric materials subjected to evaporation-induced self-assembly (EISA) of aqueous suspensions onto superhydrophobic surfaces ([@R35]--[@R38]). Specifically, we establish the compositional limits for CNF-induced cohesion, from which we introduce scaling factors to determine the mechanical strength of the constructs as a function of the size, composition, and surface chemistry of the primary components ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The cohesion introduced by CNF is evaluated as a function of interfibril, fibril-particle, and interparticle interactions relative to the respective surface areas of the components involved. We identified that the CNF-driven cohesion arises mostly from interfibril interactions, thus allowing a successful macrofabrication of particles with a range of characteristic geometries and with diverse surface energy, charge, and sizes. Our analytical framework and numerical findings point to the formidable potential of CNFs to act as an extremely efficient cohesion-inducing additive while maintaining the access to the surface of the primary particle as well as their functionalities ([Fig. 1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, the provided scaling laws are extended to account for the flexibility and dimensionality of other nanocelluloses to rationalize and expand the opportunities of developing bulk particle constructs using a universal formation process.

![CNFs are robust, flexible, and nanoscaled plant-based building blocks.\
(**A**) The fibrils form a highly entangled and networked 3D structure with multiple, entangled contact points. (**B**) The special topology of the CNF nanonetwork is loose in suspension, thus allowing the co-dispersion of a broad variety of particles within the interconnected nanofibrillar structure. (**C**) During self-assembly from aqueous media, a dried interlocked network of particles and fibrils is formed. Extremely high cohesion is introduced from minimal fibril-particle interactions, which is essential to maintain the surface access to the primary particles and their functionalities.](aaz7328-F1){#F1}

RESULTS
=======

Effect of particle size in the assembly of CNF-particle networks
----------------------------------------------------------------

Particle-based composites were formed from CNFs obtained by mechanically fibrillated wood fibers (WFs), with minimal electrostatic charges ([@R39]), and SiO~2~ particles that were chosen for their high synthetic tunability as far as size and surface chemistry. Aqueous suspensions incorporating CNF and SiO~2~ particles (from 20 nm to 40 μm) were assembled into spherical supraparticles (SPs) via EISA onto a superhydrophobic substrate (fig. S1A).

SPs with an identical diameter (ca. 1.5 mm) can be obtained by adjusting the solid fraction of the suspensions and the casting volume (fig. S1, B to F). [Figure 2 (A to E)](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the architectural differences in the networks formed in the CNF-particle constructs as a function of particle size. Within the same CNF fraction, the microstructures of the materials are governed by the relationship between the relative specific surface areas (SSA) for particles and CNF (SSA ratio; details described in fig. S2). Still within a given CNF fraction, the SSA ratio has a negative relation with the particle size, i.e., the higher the SSA ratio, the smaller the particles. The CNF networks formed across the SPs ([Fig. 2, A to E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) were analyzed by selectively dissolving the SiO~2~ nano- and microparticles ([Fig. 2F](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Structures ranging from a three-dimensional (3D) continuous network (with length scales of approximately 50 nm) to micrometer-scaled cellular architectures were observed depending on the size of the SiO~2~ particles (20 nm, 230 nm, and 40 μm) ([Fig. 2, G to I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The CNFs assemble into sheets on the larger microparticles (SSA ratio equal to 0.003), subsequently forming the walls of honeycomb-like unit cells with a curved center ([Fig. 2I](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Upon uniaxial compression, the highly interconnected, 40-μm--based, particle-free CNF network behaves as a conventional cellular foam (fig. S3). The initial ascending zone of the compression profile shows the unit cells elastically bending, followed by a buckling plateau that results from plastic deformation and the densification regime taking place when the opposing cell walls continue to buckle until they eventually touch ([@R19]). In the 40-μm--based SPs, however, the balance between interfibril and CNF particle is not optimal because of the relative low surface area of the particles that prevents the formation of a 3D network to distribute more efficiently the mechanical stresses.

![Formation of robust, dried particle assemblies induced by CNF for a wide range of particle sizes.\
(**A**) CNFs with colloidal particles (20 nm), (**B**) 230 nm, (**C**) 500 nm, (**D**), 1.15 µm and (**E**) 40 µm in diameter. The micrographs show a change from fully formed 3D network of disconnected CNFs (A) to 2D entangled networks (E) as the particle size is increased. (**F**) Isolation of the CNF networks for the evaluation of their characteristics. (**G** to **I**) SEM images of the isolated CNF network formed from (G) 20-nm, (H) 230-nm, and (I) 40-μm SiO~2~ particles, showing networks ranging from continuous nanoscaled to microscaled cellular architectures.](aaz7328-F2){#F2}

The isolation of the fibrils from the 20-nm--based SPs yielded a dense and continuous 3D network ([Fig. 2G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). From the relatively high SSA ratio (\~7.5) of the smallest particle size (20 nm), we can expect that several particles interact with a single CNF, especially at the latter stages of EISA. The dimensional similarity of the fibrils and the 20-nm SiO~2~ promotes an intermediate behavior where the assembly did not favor high interfibril entangled but only several well-spaced, partial connection points. The force-strain profiles for the 20-nm--based CNF network resemble the mechanical behavior of aerogels (fig. S3), where there is a continuous densification of a porous network that continues over large strains ([@R19], [@R40]). SPs formed from particles with a diameter of 230 nm, with SSA ratio closer to 1, displayed the best compromise in terms of composition and mechanical strength of the final CNF-particle construct ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Their intensified fibril-particle connectivity is further verified by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images ([Fig. 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), where a clear collapsing of the CNF network occurred upon the dissolution of the SiO~2~ particles. This is due to some interactions being uniquely of the fibril-particle type, leaving end sections of the fibrils disconnected from any network after the removal of the particle component ([Fig. 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, inset). Furthermore, the typical compressive profiles obtained for the 230-nm--based CNF network showed the weakest mechanical performance (fig. S3). An optimized interfibril and fibril-particle coupled binding is therefore essential to achieve robust materials from very low CNF fractions.

![Development of cohesion by using CNFs in SP assemblies and scaling as a function of the particle size and the surface chemistry.\
(**A**) Typical uniaxial compression force-strain profile of 230-nm SiO~2~-based SPs prepared in the presence of CNF (5% loading) and for SiO~2~ SPs sintered at 600°C for 2 hours in the absence of CNF. The panel includes the critical points that are used for comparison and the different regimes (I to III) that define the reinforcement effect of CNF in the system. The inset SEM image shows the morphology of the cracking area of a CNF-bound SiO~2~ (230 nm) SP. (**B**) Schematic representation of the cracking hindrance effect and cohesion brought by the CNF and comparison with their sintered counterparts. (**C**) Scaling of the yield point of the SP as a function of the particle size and CNF fraction, here approached as relative surface area (SSA ratio). (**D**) Proportionality constant (*a*) and decay rate (*k*) obtained from the power law fittings. (**E**) Scaling of the yield point of the SP as a function of the surface chemistry and CNF fraction, here approached as relative surface area (SSA ratio). (**F**) Proportionality constant (*a*) and decay rate (*k*) obtained from the power law fittings.](aaz7328-F3){#F3}

Scaling behavior of the CNF-induced mechanical cohesion
-------------------------------------------------------

Compared to traditional processes for inducing cohesion in SiO~2~ SPs (for example, sintering), those formed with cellular or continuous CNF networks for particle binding showed a remarkably better mechanical performance ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S4, A and B). The toughness is higher for all particle sizes (fig. S4, C and D). For instance, the toughness increased by 2000% for CNF-bound SPs built from 230-nm SiO~2~, compared with their sintered counterpart ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). This improvement is a result of an extended elastic-plastic regime (I) with two additional toughening mechanisms, namely, the cracking hindrance plateau (II) and the compaction regime (III), both of which are absent in typical particle aggregates ([@R41]) due to their catastrophic failure at the end of regime (I).

We used the static force at the threshold between regimes (I) and (II)---the yield point ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"})---to compare the cohesion of the variety of SPs prepared. The force at this point corresponds to the maximum loading, where the entangled, nonconnected fibrils are fully stretched, before cracking and slippage take place. Therefore, the yield point numerically describes the total contribution from the fibrils to the cohesion of the construct, which is the interfibril and particle-fibril interactions, with the assumption that the interparticle interactions are relatively negligible. The yield point was normalized by the volume of the SP, resulting in a volume-specific strength (N mm^−3^) that enabled comparison between SPs of different sizes (fig. S5).

Using a variety of SPs, we described a numerical correlation between the relative surface area between particles and CNFs (SSA ratio; fig. S2) with the cohesion of the formed network ([Fig. 3, B and C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). For a given particle size, the SSA ratio decreases as the CNF fraction increases. The CNF fraction has a positive effect in the cohesion of the SP, regardless of the SiO~2~ particle size (fig. S4). For all particle sizes, the yield point under compression of the SPs scales universally according to a decaying power law \[*f*~(*x*)~ = *a* ∙ *x^k^*\] with the CNF fraction. The proportionality constant *a* from the power law fit follows a linear log-log relation for a wide range of particle sizes ([Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), from 230 nm to 40 μm. Within this size range, the scaling of the SPs' cohesion as a function of the SSA ratio is described by the decay factor *k* that is constant (*k* = − 1.4). The cohesion of the SPs made with colloidal SiO~2~ particles (20 nm), however, decays by a factor of approximately 0.6. To distinguish the cohesion of the network arising from interfibril interactions from those arising from the fibril-particle interactions, CNF-based SPs with hydrophobic and cationic SiO~2~ particles (further referred to as SiCH~3~ and SiNH~3~^+^) were prepared. First, the hierarchical architecture of the SPs built from hydrophobic and cationic SiO~2~ particles (230 nm) differs greatly from the continuous 3D particle CNF network that is observed in SPs built from unmodified particles of the same size ([Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). A near-zero surface potential on the SiCH~3~ particles led to high interparticle attraction in the suspension---driven by hydrophobic interactions---and, thus, led to sheet-like CNF networks forming around large hydrophobic particle aggregates (fig. S6, A to C), which were observed for the 40-μm SiO~2~--based SPs ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S6, D and E). In the case of SPs built with SiNH~3~^+^, the positively charged particles are attracted very strongly by the slightly negative cellulosic surfaces via ionic interactions, thus inducing the rapid formation of suspended aggregates with CNF that are sparsely dispersed around the network after its consolidation into a dried material (fig. S6, F to H).

Notably, the strength of SPs prepared with SiCH~3~ and SiNH~3~^+^ was greatly improved when increasing the CNF fraction ([Fig. 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). A high and similar toughness is observed for all SPs prepared, regardless of the distinct surface chemistries of the SiO~2~ particles (fig. S7). However, the scaling for CNF-induced cohesion of the networks has strong dependence on the surface chemistry of the primary building blocks. The cohesion displayed by the SiCH~3~-based SPs decays sharper (*k* = −1.85) as a function of the SSA ratio compared to the unmodified SiO~2~ (*k* = −1.4). Furthermore, the cohesion of SPs built from SiNH~3~^+^ decays at a remarkably lower rate (*k* = − 0.84) ([Fig. 3F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

Universal CNF-induced cohesion in particle assemblies
-----------------------------------------------------

We further evaluate the high adhesion provided by CNF with particles with a broad spectrum of dimension, geometry, and composition ([Fig. 4, A and B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S8). [Figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"} demonstrates the potential for creating bulk materials from particles using CNFs to induce cohesion. The scaling law developed here for the yield point as a function of the SSA ratio for spherical SiO~2~ particles extends to other spherical particles: Fe~3~O~4~ (80 nm), TiO~2~ (30 nm), lignin (330 nm), and polystyrene (400 nm). In all cases, the yield point of the assemblies scaled similarly to observations for the SiO~2~ particles. More complex particles, including those of biological origin (pollen and yeast) and nonspherical ones (clay platelets and nanotubes), do not follow the same scaling ([Fig. 4, A and C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, biological materials form very cohesive particle networks, even with a relatively low SSA ratio (larger particles). This indicates strong interactions with nanocelluloses as well as strong interparticle affinity, which are factors that are not considered in our scaling law. The higher-level hierarchy of the particles may also, for instance, induce anchoring points for the CNFs to entangle and form stronger networks ([Fig. 4, D and E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Superstructuring from aqueous suspensions of CNF preserved the metabolic functions of the living yeast particles, in which CO~2~ and ethanol are produced from sugars (sucrose and glucose) and further released from the SPs at a rate that depends on the availability of the nutrients ([Fig. 4F](#F4){ref-type="fig"} and movies S1 and S2). We attribute the high robustness observed for the halloysite ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and 2D clay to their intensified surface interactions coming from tighter packing compared to spherical particles. For instance, for the same SSA ratio, the spherical particles have yield points at least fivefold smaller when compared to the 2D clay platelets ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

![Assessment of the cohesion capacity of CNFs with particles varying in both chemical complexity and morphology.\
Particles of different shapes, origins, packing ability, and aspect ratio are used in the synthesis of robust SPs. (**A**) Scaling of the SPs' robustness as a function of their respective SSA ratio. (**B**) Photograph of the obtained materials and a 3D printed object (direct ink writing) to illustrate the prospects for scalability of the CNF-particle materials (230-nm SiO~2~ and CNF). (**C** to **E**) SEM images of few examples of biological materials and high aspect ratio particles that are superstructured with CNFs. In (D) and (E), the particles were artificially colorized. (**F**) Demonstration of the preserved functionalities (fermentation process) of the living yeast particles after superstructuring with CNFs from aqueous suspensions. Photo credits: Bruno D. Mattos (Aalto University).](aaz7328-F4){#F4}

Morphological features of CNF inducing cohesion and prediction prospects
------------------------------------------------------------------------

To gain insight into the fibril networking and its potential to introduce cohesion in particulated constructs, we numerically evaluated the morphology and flexural properties of the CNFs, as well as the CNF-particle formulation aspects. The interactions at the fibril-particle interface could be assessed considering the conformability of CNF around the particles ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We assumed a linear chain of rigid elements' morphology for the fibrils by varying both the dimension of the rigid elements (*L*) and the maximum angle of rotation (θ) ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The surface corresponding to the transition between the fibrils that can conform around the particles (blue projection) or conforming a maximum of two segments (red projection) is shown in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (A and C1 to C5) as a function of θ, *L*, and *D* (the diameter of the SiO~2~ particles). The dashed white lines represent given SiO~2~ diameters used in this study. When extracting the corresponding (θ, *L*) planes ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, C1 to C5), almost completely amorphous fibers (very short *L* and extremely high θ) would be required to conform around the 20-nm SiO~2~, whereas even extremely crystalline fibers (with *L* \> 1 μm) could conform around the micrometer-sized SiO~2~. Considering that the highest cohesion was observed in the SPs built from 230-nm SiO~2~ particles, high conformational flexibility does not translate into high cohesion. The conformability map for 230-nm particle diameter shows that nonconformal, rigid CNF configurations most likely prevail ([Fig. 5C2](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Compared to other nanoscaled fibers ([@R42], [@R43]), the conformability of CNFs around complex topographies enables a wide variety of robust topologies ([Figs. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} and [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}).

![Physical interpretation of CNF morphological attributes inducing cohesion in particulated networks.\
(**A**) Conformability of the CNFs modeled as a linear chain of rigid segments of length *L* and maximum deformation angle θ between subsequent segments as demonstrated in (**B**). (**C1** to **C5**) Conformability threshold of CNF around SiO~2~ particles of given sizes. Within the area shown in red, only two segments touch the particle, whereas in the blue (bottom) area, the CNF fully conforms around a SiO~2~ particle of given diameter. (**D**) Mechanical performance of the SPs as a function of the ratio between the CNFs and the SiO~2~ particles (*n*~CNF~/*n*~SiO~2~~) and CNF fraction (%). (**E**) CNF-to-SiO~2~ number density fraction (*n*~CNF~/*n*~SiO~2~~) as a function of CNF fraction (%) in the SPs. The red arrows in (D) and (E) show *n*~CNF~/*n*~SiO~2~~ of *D*~SiO~2~~ = 230 nm approaching 1 at CNF = 15%. (**F**) Probe of the parameter space for optimized compressive strength based on the experimental results shown in (D), in which the highest mechanical strength is found when *n*~CNF~/*n*~SiO~2~~ ≈ 3.7 at 15% CNF. The likely values for the length (*L*) and diameter (*D*) of CNF are shown to attain *n*~CNF~/*n*~SiO~2~~ ≈ 3.7 at 15% CNF at given SiO~2~ diameter. Other grades of nanocelluloses are marked in (F), suggesting the particle size range where they could induce cohesion. CNF, cellulose nanofibrils ([@R39]); CNC, cellulose nanocrystal ([@R57]); TCNF, TEMPO-oxidized CNFs; TCNC, TEMPO-oxidized cellulose nanocrystals; BCNC, bacterial nanocellulose from coconut pulp ([@R58]); TuCNC, cellulose nanocrystals from tunicate ([@R59]); MFC, microfibrillated cellulose; WF, wood fibers ([@R22]).](aaz7328-F5){#F5}

The aspects related to the spatial distribution of the fibrils among the particles were analyzed in the dispersed state because of the inherent presence of voids in the dry state. The results were then correlated with the yield point of the dried SPs. The highest yield point is attained for SPs built from 230-nm SiO~2~ with 15 weight % (wt %) of CNF added ([Figs. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} and [5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). At this composition, the fibrils and particles are close to equal number (*n*~CNF~/*n*~SiO~2~~ ≈ 3.7; [Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), displaying around one to two fibrils surrounding a single SiO~2~ particle in suspension. Such a ratio of the components is specific to the morphology of CNF used here, for which 230 nm is optimal (*L* = 1.4 ± 0.8 μm and *D* = 28 ± 12 nm). Although the free volume of a low-concentrated 230-nm SiO~2~ suspension (5 wt %) can accommodate multiple fibrils side by side (fig. S9B), the suspension is very sparsely populated by fibrils over most of the compositions used here (fig. S9C2). In the corresponding initial suspension (230 nm at 5 wt %), the particles are spaced on average ⟨δ⟩ ≈ 120 nm apart (fig. S9A), which, parallel with the nonconformal aspects, implies that a single CNF would extend lengthwise over approximately four particles. The network structure is hence highly intermixed with SiO~2~ particles, unable to form sheet-like CNF constructs. Particles with 20 nm and 40 μm diameters denote boundary cases relative to the physical constrains of the CNFs, both displaying the lowest mechanical performance among the SPs prepared. There is no case where the CNF can conform around 20-nm particles due to their very small radius of curvature ([Fig. 5C1](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, ⟨δ⟩ values are too small (\<10 nm) to allow the fibrils to locate between them (fig. S9B), while the particles are far too numerous to create an intermixed structure with CNFs (fig. S9C1). This formulation-related aspect favored the formation of extensive particle-rich regions embedded in the surrounding irregular network of CNFs ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). An opposite situation took place for the systems comprising 40-μm particles, where the interstitial space is several orders of magnitude higher than the diameter fibrils, thus resulting in minimal conformability ([Fig. 5C5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) and allocation (fig. S9, A and B) restrictions.

On the basis of our experimental data and numerical analysis, we can infer that to maximize CNF-based cohesion, one must preserve near one-to-one number ratio between the CNFs and the particles to create an intermixed particle-fibril network. To obtain an equivalent network but in a broader dimensional space of interest, we propose an equivalent fibrillar morphology, at a given flexibility, that is required to form a similar network. The morphology parameters *L* and *D* of the fibrillar adhesive, yielding a similar network, are plotted in [Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"} (and fig. S10) as a function of the particle diameter (*D*) that is displayed as an isosurface map, where constant conditions of *n*~CNF~/*n*~SiO~2~~ = 1 and 15 wt % of CNF are assumed. Several fibrillar morphologies fulfill these conditions within a given particle size; however, and more interestingly, on the basis of these conditions, one can estimate optimal formulation conditions to induce cohesion in other particle sizes. For instance, it is reasonable to infer that TEMPO-oxidized CNF would promote cohesion in constructs built from particles with a diameter below 100 nm. Thus, WFs would already maximize the cohesion in micro- or millimeter particle aggregates. We experimentally validated our analytical model by preparing SPs containing WFs and 40-μm SiO~2~ particles, as well as SPs containing smaller SiO~2~ particles (230 nm) superstructured with CNFs obtained at different degrees of mechanical deconstruction \[microfluidization at higher levels of severity or number of passes yields fibrils of reduced dimensions ([@R44])\] as well as TEMPO-oxidized CNF (fig. S11). Although not in the optimum range for near one-to-one particle-fiber network ([Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), a considerable high cohesion was introduced for 40-μm--based SPs formed from WFs. The values for the yield point of CNF- and WF-bound 40-μm SPs are in the same order of magnitude (0.68 and 0.45 N mm^−3^), which implies a cohesion limit imposed by the relative dimensions of the fibrils compared to the particles. This cohesion threshold, for a given fibril fraction, is also observed when combining 230-nm SiO~2~ particles with CNFs of decreased size. Mildly defibrillated CNF (large CNFs obtained after one and three passes) resulted in a limited cohesion in 230-nm--based SPs; however, as shown in this contribution, highly defibrillated CNF (after six passes) endowed a maximum cohesion in the respective construct. No further improvement was observed for the smaller fibrils (9 and 12 passes and TEMPO-CNF; fig. S11A).

DISCUSSION
==========

SP formation and development of cohesion
----------------------------------------

The particle-CNF mixtures used here formed loose networks in suspension (figs. S12 and S13) but extremely cohesive networks in the dried state, as shown in [Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The lack of interactions between the two components before gelation is also suggested from rheology tests conducted with particle-CNF mixtures at given concentrations representing different EISA stages (CNF, 0.75 to 3 wt %; particles, 5 to 20 wt %). This is supported by a sustained elastic behavior with increased concentration, with G\' \> G\" and thus tangent loss \< 1 (fig. S13, D to F). In addition, the slope of the viscosity profiles did not change, displaying shear thinning until the later stages of the assembly (fig. S13, A to C). This implies that there was no disruption of the entanglements between the fibrils until the late stage of assembly. At the earliest EISA stages, fibril-particle and interfibril connections are relatively weak due to the highly ordered layers of bound water that form on the surface of cellulose ([@R45]--[@R48]). With the removal of free water, and sequentially bound water, taking place at the later EISA stages, high capillary forces bring the fibrils together at distances below 2 nm, triggering short-ranged forces (multiple H-bonding and van der Waals interactions at distances \<0.5 nm), leading to the formation of a tight and highly cohesive system ([@R33], [@R49], [@R50]).

Consolidation of the network is associated with the residual stresses that develop at the late EISA stages ([@R51]). This is experimentally demonstrated by the measured time-dependent deflection of a glass cantilever supporting a CNF suspension that is subjected to drying (fig. S14). From a CNF concentration of 2.5 wt %, which is nearly twice the concentration at the gelation point (figs. S12 and S13), the "frozen" water layer around the nanofibrils is overcome by capillary stresses, leading to the formation of supramolecular bonds between the fibrils and the neighboring surfaces, depending on their surface chemistry. At this stage, the surface chemistry of the rigid particles plays a dominant role in coupling fibril-fibril and fibril-particle capillary forces. Compared to hydrophilic surfaces, a lower drying stress develops for hydrophobic surfaces ([@R51]), which is the result of the negligible or limited interactions between the hydrophilic cellulosic surface and the hydrophobic substrate. This phenomenon explains the low conformability of the fibrils around the hydrophobized surfaces, but it gives limited insights into the overall effect of the CNF-SiO~2~ system on the development of drying stresses. This determines, to some extent, the final nanostructure of the SPs. In traditional fiber physics, the strength of a fiber network correlates with the crowding factor (*N*) that accounts for the dimensions and volume fraction of the fibers to yield the number of fibers in a spherical volume with diameter equal to the fiber length ([@R52]). Therein, the number of fiber-fiber contacts is proportional to the crowding factor (*N*). Here, we modified the crowding factor to account for a fiber population surrounding a spherical particle, denoted as surface crowding factor (*N*~S~). We also derived a contact crowding factor (*N*~C~) that considers the probability of a nearby fiber to cross the particle surface (details found in section S12). Smaller particles have proportionally smaller chance for a fiber-particle encounter. Therefore, *N* and, more generally, *N*~C~ describe the fibril-fibril and fibril-particle interaction, respectively, as a function of concentration and particle size. Thereafter, *N*~S~ is a descriptor of fibril-fibril crowding around the particles. At the concentration range where the stresses develop in pure CNF suspensions (2.5 to 4 wt %; fig. S14), the different CNF-SiO~2~ systems correspond to increasing contact crowding states for larger particles (fig. S15C). Here, we assumed *N*~S~ or *N*~C~ \< 1 as a dilute state, 1 \< *N*~S~ or *N*~C~ \< 100 as a semiconcentrated state, and *N*~S~ or *N*~C~ \> 100 as a concentrated state, based on the dimensions of the fibrils studied here ([@R52]). In the stress developing concentrations, due to the large length of the CNFs, the SiO~2~ particles are surrounded in each case by several possible interconnections (*N*~S~ \> 50). At the concentration when the residual stress starts developing, the contact probability is sufficiently low that the *N*~C~ is few orders of magnitude smaller than the *N*~S~ for the smallest particle size (20 nm), leading to large discrepancy between fiber-fiber and fiber-particle contacts. Around at the intermediate sizes, the suspension experiences the transition in the semi-concentrated state, which is approximately where 230 nm to 1.15 μm are optimally used, as also supported by the optimized mechanical robustness. For the largest SiO~2~ particles (40 μm), the increase in volume fraction takes place only in the concentrated region, wherein the multitude of interconnection opportunities (*N*~S~ = 10^5^ to 20^5^) is also amply exploited (*N*~C~ ≈ *N*~S~/2). Therefore, combined with our experimental data on the mechanical strength of the CNF-based SPs, we further identified that the peak of mechanical performance is attained when the number of fiber-particle and fiber-fiber contacts is of similar magnitude.

Topological variety and consequences on cohesion
------------------------------------------------

The SPs obtained were homogeneous due to the early entrapment of the particles within the still loose but gelled nanofibrillar network. The early gelation of the CNF-particle suspensions, driven mostly by CNF (gel formation at more than 10-fold lower concentration compared to that of the suspensions of neat particles; fig. S12), prevented demixing of the two components across the SPs, without the formation of denser shells near the surface of SPs (fig. S16). SEM images of the cross-section and surface of SPs built with 20- and 230-nm SiO~2~ particles show the same random particle packing interconnected with CNFs. This is also associated with the process being slow, thus reducing the early formation of a (dried) shell. Particularly for hydrophilic particles, the network formed in the gelled stage will determine the final architecture built across the SPs, regardless of the maximum packing that could be obtained as a function of particle sizes. In the interstitial spaces (for larger particles), capillary forces between the CNFs are dominant due to increased contact areas. In addition, coupling between interfibril and fibril-particle's capillary forces occurs at their interfaces ([@R51]). Therefore, during the latter stages of EISA, the particles accommodate within the CNF fibrillar network corresponding to the relation of their dimensions. The relationship between the relative surface area for particles and CNF (SSA ratio) drives the balance between the interfibril and fibril-particle connectivity, and therefore the mechanical performance of the final SPs.

As demonstrated in [Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the topology of the formed network strongly depends on the ratio of the dimensions of the particles and CNFs. A disconnected network is observed for particles with dimensions near the diameter of the fibrils, a sheet-like network for particles with a diameter \>1000 times the fibrils' diameter, and a continuous 3D network for particles diameter 5 to 30 times the fibrils' diameter. Furthermore, as introduced in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the diameter alone cannot fully describe the relationship with network topology and associated cohesion. To further understand the topology of the network as a function of the particles' dimensions, we prepared multimodal particulate systems in which at least one group of particles can easily accommodate during EISA in the interstitial spaces of another particle group (e.g., 20-nm and 40-μm SiO~2~ co-suspensions) (fig. S17). Therefore, the topology of the CNF network around the bigger particles is affected by the particles from the smaller group. Multimodal suspensions containing SiO~2~ particles with sizes of the same order of magnitude formed SPs as strong as their single-size counterpart, regardless of the mass proportion of the individual components; however, as expected, SPs prepared from suspensions of very distinct particle sizes (20-nm/40-μm or 20-nm/230-nm particle mixtures) presented a notable lower mechanical strength (fig. S17, A and B). SEM images of SPs obtained from 1:1 mass and SSA ratio of 20- and 230-nm SiO~2~ particles show a clear accumulation of colloidal particles in the interstices between the 230-nm particles (fig. S17, E and F). An equal mass ratio of particles led to a much higher number of smaller particles in the SPs, sufficient to create co-networks of CNF and smaller particles enveloping a network of bigger particles. In addition, particles in the size range tested (20 nm) are known to promote strong adhesion ([@R53]). However, the constructs bound only by spherical particles have a brittle character (fig. S17B) due to weak tangential contacts, with toughness much smaller than the ones bound by CNF nanofibrillar networks ([Fig. 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Reducing the number of small particles (20 nm) in the 230-nm SiO~2~-CNF network led to SPs with poor mechanical performance (fig. S17B). In this case, the number of small particles is not enough to form a continuous network with the CNF around the bigger particles, leading to the formation of defects and heterogeneity in the formation of the fibril-particle network.

Scaling parameters
------------------

From the understanding of the fibril-particle network formation mechanism, we could interpret the physical meaning of our described scaling laws for CNF-induced cohesion. The proportionality constant *a*, which follows a linear log-log relation with the particle size ([Fig. 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), describes the overall contribution of the relative dimensional domain to the cohesion. The value of *a* relates to the nature of the network, in which the logarithmic relation describes a gradual conversion of a randomly oriented 3D fibrillar to a 2D network as the SiO~2~ size increases. The proportionality constant can also be correlated to interfibril entanglement, where a high density of these interactions is expected in the networks, producing sheets or domains of, principally, nanocelluloses. The decay factor, *k*, that is central to the scaling law differs greatly for particle sizes with rapid Brownian motion when compared to those in the broad range between 230 nm and 40 μm. This happens because of higher density of interparticle interactions that cannot be neglected across the SP. The constant decay rate for the other hydrophilic particle sizes (230 nm to 40 μm) indicates the nature of the CNF-derived adhesion forces, ever present in the system. Our cohesion descriptor, *k*, drastically changes for SPs built with particles of different surface chemistry, e.g., cationic and hydrophobic. We attribute these differences to the changes in the particle-fibril network deriving from the variable particle-fibril interfacial interactions. The power law parameters also indicate a 2D network for SiCH~3~ SPs and a 3D network of aggregates for the SiNH~3~^+^, as further confirmed by SEM images (fig. S6). Whereas the native SiO~2~ is expected to have weak interparticle and fibril-particle interactions, driven mostly by H-bonding and van der Walls ([@R54]), SiCH~3~ displays, at most, an unfavorable fibril-particle interaction but a strong interparticle attraction due to hydrophobic effects. Cationic particles interact strongly with cellulose and form ionic complexes ([@R55]), thus creating a stronger fibril-particle interface compared to the fibril-fibril interactions. Variations at the fibril-particle interfacial interactions correlated very well with the scaling cohesion factor, *k*, and with the fibril-particle network formation, which was described by the proportionality constant *a*. In this study, we demonstrate the viability of the approach with fibrils of six different dimensions. The relationships may be further unified into a universal scaling law for CNF-induced cohesion by using a wider scope of parameters, including surface accessibility and relative surface charge, among others.

In conclusion, we investigated a broad variety of particles to demonstrate the adhesive power of CNF to induce high cohesion in particle constructs. These constructs are readily scalable into macroscopic objects, as we briefly demonstrate by printing a 3D object (by direct ink writing) using SiO~2~-CNF suspensions ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The unique set of properties of CNF enables versatile and conformable fibrillar networking depending on the geometrical, dimensional, and compositional factors, as introduced by any nano- or microparticles. The noted high adhesion brought by CNF introduces a new level of mechanical robustness, applicable even in the absence of strong particle-fibril or interparticle interactions. We quantitatively describe the scaling laws for the cohesion of the CNF-particle assemblies as a function of their relative surface areas. These scaling factors, proportional to the relative surface areas between particles and fibrils, apply to a broad range of particles sizes, from 230 nm to 40 μm. The scaling factor shifts to higher values when there is near-zero particle-fibril interactions, and to lower values when strong particle-fibril interactions take place. We highlight that an aqueous-based, CNF-centered nano-, micro-, or macrofabrication can potentially overcome all the challenges of assembling higher hierarchy particles, such as biological materials, cells and zygotes, as well as virtually any functional particle. Another interesting aspect is that physical confinement of cells by CNF networks may bring opportunities to engineer bioreactors, by allowing control over mitosis rate and mass transport of reactants and products in and out of the cells' constructs ([@R56]). Our results related to CNF-assisted particle assembly indicate that it is possible to overcome the restrictions imposed by packing and solvent type as well as thermal instability and differences in surface affinity between particles. Therefore, the offered advances are expected to offset existing limitations in synthesis efforts and to enable successful large-scale applications. Last, our results provide a framework to predict the scaling laws that exist for adhesion of assemblies derived from other biocolloids and fibrillar structures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

See the Supplementary Materials for a detailed description of preparation of the CNFs, synthesis and modification of building block particles, characterizations, and isolation of the CNFs from the SPs and analytical methods.

SP assembly by EISA
-------------------

All materials were assembled by EISA from aqueous suspensions. SiO~2~ particles were suspended in MilliQ water at concentrations ranging from 5 to 30 wt %. The initial CNF suspension was prepared at 1.5 wt %. Both suspensions were then mixed at different proportions to achieve given particle-to-CNF ratios---with CNF solid fraction ranging from 0.3 to 15 wt % of the dried materials. The dispersions were homogenized through sequential vortexing and mild ultrasonication cycles (typically three to five). Spherical SPs were assembled by casting 5 to 20 μl of the dispersion onto a superhydrophobic surface (Teflon-coated glass slides). To avoid foaming of the dispersions of CNF and hydrophobic building blocks, a small amount of ethanol was added (\<20%, v/v).

Additional particles were used to validate the scaling laws described for the CNF/SiO~2~-based SPs. These particles included iron(II,III) oxide, titanium(IV) oxide, montmorillonite, halloysite, Kraft lignin, polystyrene, weed pollen, and yeast. All the SPs from non-SiO~2~ particles were assembled with fixed CNF fraction (5 wt %).

Supplementary Material
======================
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